The Magnificent Colours of Music

spark
the story

Miracles are everywhere. This world is ﬁlled with such inexplicable beauty, and abundance, and
humans. We are ﬁlled with Love, and the ability to share our Magic in every way we feel and
wish. We are ﬁlled with knowledge, inner and learned, that guide us and help us ﬁnd our way.
Yet, we’re sBll, at Bmes, confused; at other Bmes, misguided; and all Bmes with good intenBons
of what we believe best and highest. Though, we’re not always right, and we need to see that.
Like you, I Love our world and all the natural potenBal it shares with us. And I also Love to play
and build beFer ways, roads, machines, connecBons. There’s much to learn about how our
decisions and acBons play out in nature; we’re being shown many great lessons right now…

~

1
the portrait
A young lad goes to sleep on a seemingly normal night, but then wakes up in total darkness, in a
place he did not recognize. Trying to make sense of it all, he asks - ‘if it’s morning, shouldn’t
there be light?’ As if in reply, a powerful voice appears, asking - ‘Can you hold me, keep the
promise you told me, show your Love to the Child you call Your own?’
The sky opens up like a curtain, and presents preciously gorgeous images of nature on Earth.
Such blessed beauty. Then, he sees black sludge slurping down and destroying the beauty
ﬂowing so freely just moments before. Images and sounds intensify, he watches as ‘boulders of
smoke replace the sun…’, and the experience of seeing such real, life-like images of our own
home’s destrucBon melts his heart. He sees the truth.
He’s learned an urgent lesson, he’s humbled; he sees how we call her Mother Earth yet treat
her as an unloved child we call our own. He asks the portrait to return him home where he
promises to show his love and share this important message with all he can.
Back home safely and comfortably, he simply asks: ‘If it’s morning, shouldn’t there be light?’
The message takes Bme to grow, take hold and share its truth, its giR. And sBll, there is war.
Everywhere.

~

2
wheredowegofromhere

There’s a conﬂict in a country that must be stopped! There’s another country that thinks it has
the answer: stop it with war, physical conﬂict. And many of us believe.
A young soldier is called to war, he’s thrilled, he’s pumped, he’s armed to the hilt, oﬀ to baFle
for a cause, and ﬁres oﬀ to destroy the enemy. First baFle … we win! He’s proud, pleased, but
then perplexed as he noBces a young girl standing atop a mound of rubble, crying. ‘why was
she crying?’ We won! Doesn’t she realize that?!’ He calls out, with the sound of an ampliﬁed
pounding chest: ‘where do we go from here, so all of this country holds no fear?!’
To the next strategic stop, the soldier hears a noise in the distance, … raises his weapon, … kills
the man. He saw something he wasn’t expecBng - ‘My God, he looked just like me!!!’
To the next strategic …. he can’t. He’s seen something he cannot unsee, something that’s
changed everything for him. He sees how we’re connected, so similar. He sees how we’re
‘torching the land’, and ‘watching the daylight fade to gold’. Echoes play back our cheers as
we tell ‘a story where nothing’s leH to unfold.’
And he sees why the liFle girl was crying. Her home, family, soul, were all destroyed with the
‘enemy’.
Now the quesBon ‘where do we go from here?’ has a completely diﬀerent connotaBon, a
diﬀerent meaning…. If we conBnue this raging ﬁght, ﬁring weapons, we merely create more
hatred, anger, fear, and we destroy our homes, our peoples, our hearts and souls. So, truthfully,
we need another way. We have enormous compassion and kindness built into our natural
humanity, right there, on the other side of hatred. It’s a choice we can make, as individuals. We
can listen. We can change the answer to the quesBon ‘where do we go from here?’
There is Love. Fight with that. Everybody wins.

~

3
colours
But we didn’t listen and we didn’t change. War conBnued because it was deemed the best
soluBon: to combat anger, hatred, fear with stronger anger, hatred, fear. And we fought, we
destroyed everything, and the world came to an end. The human world, at least.
Ed, an every day man, emerges from a bomb shelter as quiet signalled safe to exit to see what’s
leR. It was awful. ‘The streets were shadowed silver, the cold could make you quiver, and I
saw through the dark, not a soul survived’
It was intolerance, fear of our diﬀerences that ﬁnally destroyed us. He knew that, but it didn’t
sBck. A man of colour appeared before him, Ed felt fear. The man opened his hand in a
peaceful oﬀering of new beginnings, and Ed chose trust.
‘It can be so forgiving to see how the colours light the sky’
Their diﬀerences became interesBng, even intriguing, and a renewed feeling of safe, calm,
connecBon seFled in.
Suddenly, a woman walked up, strange clothing, unfamiliar skin art, and fear returned.
Ed remembered what the man of colour did for him, and Ed too opened his hand in a peaceful
oﬀering to the woman in strange clothing. The three walked together to begin the world anew.
‘Where is the way for us? Old thoughts linger sMll. There is a day for us. Do you feel it in the
wind? Let the colours all begin to show!'
They see the walls as they start falling, they hear the voices freed and calling, ‘And in the
wisdom of those souls, ﬂowers can unfold’
And they walked along those lanes of baron cross-roads, turned to the sky, … and they saw a
rainbow.
As we accept our diﬀerences as natural, perfect designs by Nature, we move from fear to
interest and intrigue. Joy replaces fear. We live and grow so beauBfully, so much as the team of
diﬀerent parts we are, perfectly designed by Nature, human rainbows.
~

4
endless journey
Life. It begins with birth, a moment of creaBon, each unique. It’s a miracle, it’s breathtaking,
it’s nature in its essence.
In simple joy, new life explores its surroundings, itself, and feels love. Playfully, it journeys
though exploraBons and expresses its happiness with expanding breadth and depth. The
instruments grow in number and complexity, bringing us to the more pensive phase of maturing
adolescence. What now? Where do I go? What can I do? What’s the best path for me?
Intensity grows, drums kick in, Let’s GO! A ﬁrst aFempt at ﬁnding rapture is close, but not
quite… Second Bme… YES! What an amazing experience!! Can we do it again?!? Third Bme,
not as amazing, we’re ﬂoaBng, falling, fading into the calm aRer the storm. SoRly searching for
understanding, guidance… We ﬁnd quiet instead.
A period of sadness arises, learning, growth, understanding and acceptance, all leading to the
wisdom of the breadth of life - incredible joy, deep sadness, and everything imagined or not in
between. Acceptance reminds us of our natural childish joy which is always inside, and we hear
the return of the joyful melodies from youth!
Aware, accepBng, and honouring, life shows us the miracles of all types that ebb and ﬂow
through every life… And then, at its cadence, we hear a new birth. Life itself is an endless
journey.

~

5
never just a dream
In the night, at Bmes, I’ve walked alone. Cobblestone roads are not smooth, and confusing
thoughts clog my vision. So, I reach out, wishing my thoughts could let me know. They show
me the way to my heart - that’s where the answers live.
We can ﬂy with our imaginaBon, we can feel real mountains, we can swim in stunningly serene
streams. We can do anything when we let the wonder in our eyes just let us go.
It’s not about the clouds, or the storms, it’s what they lead us to and leave us with - rainbows
and treasures. Not the pot-of-gold kind, the calm, joyful empowerment of your heart kind.
It’s never just a dream.

~

epilogue
Yes, miracles are everywhere. Are we willing to reach for them? Are you open to living in joy
over fear? We really can end suﬀering, on our planet and in our selves. These songs came
through me in a way I could not describe. I am a self-taught musician/composer, and the Bmes
this music ﬁred through me I was barely able to understand the musical phrases and beauty
that was being shared, through a vessel I could neither see nor realize was there. The vessel
was me, but not the human body me, not the thinking me, not even the musical me, but the
me that is connected to All that Is, the me that is not me but us, the me that knows and lives in
and because of Nature’s brilliance, and the Universe’s design. I, like you, am simply a part, a
spark in creaBon. Together, we are brilliant.
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